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Bolt Seals (C-TPAT)

Klicker Bolt Lock - Stock
This strong, tamper-evident mechanical seal is ISO 17712 "H" Compliant - 
C-TPAT Compliant. This high-security container seal features an anti-
spin locking mechanism embedded in the metal bush to make the seal 
stronger and more difficult to tamper. All-steel construction with molded 
ABS coating will show the evidence of tampering, helping to protect your 
goods stored in intermodal containers and during ground transportation. 
For added security, the two parts of the seal are attached and identically 
numbered. Seals are available in both styles - Stock and Personalized.

KLICK10-H-GN BU GN RD WT YL

Item# Tensile Strength Size Material Unit Price
KLICK10-H-* 2870 lbs. 2" x 10mm dia. Bolt: ABS-covered steel Case of 250 $374.53

*Please specify color after item number

Klicker Bolt Lock - Personalized

KLICK10-H-CU-YL

BU GN RD WT YL

Item# Tensile Strength Size Material Unit Price
KLICK10-H-CU-* 2870 lbs. 2" x 10mm dia. Bolt: ABS-covered steel Case of 250 $383.90

*Please specify color after item number

Heavy Duty Bolt Lock - Personalized
This steel, heavy-duty, high-security bolt seal is ideal for trucks, cargo 
containers, etc. - wherever high-security and tamper-evidence is required. 
C-TPAT- and ISO 17712:2013(e)-compliant, these bolt locks can only 
be removed with bolt cutters. These bolt seals also meet US Custom and 
Border container seal requirements. This style features a tensile strength/
pull-apart force of 3,300 lbs. and can be customized with a line of eight 
letters and consecutive numbers to suit your individual needs.

MPBLT-2-H-RD

BU GN OR RD WT YL

Item# Tensile Strength Size Material Unit Price
MBLT-1-H 3300 lbs. 2.3125" x 9mm dia. Steel Box of 100 $260.00
MPBLT-2-H-* 3300 lbs. 2.3125" x 9mm dia. Plastic-covered steel Box of 100 $270.00

*Please specify color after item number

A closure device that can be opened only once can protect more than you might think. Locks can be re-locked, but a  
broken seal tells you with certainty that a container or vessel has been opened.

Are you missing a key security measure?  Here are 11 places seals aren’t just useful, but essential.

 1. Cargo containers. C-TPAT compliant seal on most intermodal containers and truck trailers transporting  
  Dangerous Goods.
 2. Cargo doors and gates. For full protection against theft and tampering, consider heavy-duty steel cable seals when 
   you’re storing valuable materials.
 3. Security isn’t “tight as a drum” unless you know the drum hasn’t been opened. Try numbered or barcoded wire seals 
   to make sure your drums’ contents are intact.
 4. Fire extinguishers. Apply convenient cable ties to make sure every unit stays fully charged.
 5. For light-duty security—postal services or airline cargo, for instance—prevent tampering with plain or personalized  
  pull-tight plastic seals.
 6. Pallets and crates. Labelmaster’s self-locking, tool-free pallet and crate seals—the bands can’t be broken, altered or  
  replaced without your knowledge.
 7. Rail cars. We’d recommend C-TPAT compliant steel bolt seals, which can be opened only with bolt cutters.
 8. Semi-trailers. Secure your trailers and their cargo with steel bolt seals or consecutively numbered truck seals.
 9. Storage rooms and cages. For convenient, short-term security, try color-coded plastic strap seals. 
 10. Tanker cars. We recommend the C-TPAT compliant steel cable lock.
 11. Valves, meters and switches. A few pennies save thousands of dollars! A simple plastic seal can stop someone from 
  accidentally opening, closing or altering the setting on a crucial valve, meter or switch. 

The fact is, there's almost nowhere in today's DG business where seals can't enhance security. Want to learn more?
Call 800-621-5808 to speak with one of Labelmaster's security seal experts.

If you’re in the Dangerous Goods business, you probably use security seals somewhere. Maybe lots of somewheres. 
But you might not realize how many ways and places DG professionals put seals to work.

11 places security seals are essential in dangerous goods
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